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Abstract 
The truncation theory as it pechins to the calculation of geoid undulations 
based on Stokes1 integral, but from limited gravity data, is reexamined. Speci- 
fically, the improved procedures of Molodenskli et al. (1962) are shown through 
numerical lnvestigatlons to yield substantially smaller e r ro r s  than the conven- 
tional method that is often applied in practice, In this improved method, a s  well 
a s  in a s Impler alternative (Meisel, 1971b) to the conventional approach, the 
Stokes1 kernel is sultably modified in order to accelerate the rate of convergence 
of the e r ror  series. These modified methods, however, effect a reduction in the 
e r r o r  only if a eet of low-degree potential harmonic coefficients is utilized in 
the computation. Conslder, for  example, the situation in which gravity anomalies 
are given in a cap of radius 10' and the GEM 9 (20,20) potential field is used, 
Then, typically, the e r r o r  in the computed undulation (aside from the spherical 
approximation and e r rors  in the gravity anomaly data) according to the conven- 
tional truncation theory is 1.09 m; with Melsslls modification it reduces to 
0.41 m, while bloldenskiils improved method gives 0.46 m. A further altera- 
tion of Molodenskiifs method is developed and yields an RMS e r r o r  of 0.33 m. 
These values reflect the effcot of the truncation, a s  well as the e r ro r s  in the 
GEM d harmonic coeffic ients. The considerable improvement, suggested by 
these results, of the modified methods ove r  the conventional procedure is verified 
with actual gravity anomaly data in two oceanic regions, where the GEOS-3 altim- 
eter geoid serves a s  the basis for comparison, The optimal method of truncation, 
investigated by Colombo (1977), is extremely ill-conditioned. It is shown that 
with no corresponding regularization, this procedure is  inapplicable. 
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1, Introduction 
The practical application of Stckoet solution to the geodetic boundary-value 
problem (Stokesf integral formula) has been studied extensively . The princ ipnl 
difficulty with h i e  solution in practice is  tho formal requirement of continuous 
gravity data covering the entire geoid (approximated by a sphore). The lack of 
global coverage has led to the natural approximation whereby the integration is 
limited to a spherical cap (lltruncation"of the integral). However, tho data within 
a cap do not always constitute the total input, slnce much of the gravity information 
of the remaining exterior areas  is often conveniently derived from a number of 
low -degree (say, up to degree 20) harmonic constituents which rare determined, 
for example, by satellite methode. 
The theory of thls combination of satellite and terrestrial data to obtain the 
disturbing potential (or  geoid undulation) i;rfgirzites with M. S. Molodenskii (Molo- 
denekii, 1958; Molodenskii et a l e ,  1962), The derivation of Molodenskiils basic 
theory has also been carried out by Heiskanen and Moritz (1967), and their expo- 
sition is the most familiar. However, Molodenskii (1958) (see also Molodenskii 
e t  al. , 1962) extended and refined his theory leading to significant reductions in 
the truncation e r r o r  (presuming a knowledge of a set  of potential harmonic coeffi- 
clenta). In the recent literature, several authors have become aware of potential 
reductions in the e r r o r  (Meissl, 1971b; Dickson, 1979), but blolodenekli tnust be 
credited with the most rigorous and comprehensive treatment. The applications of 
this theory, including further possible improvements, have been studied by HSU 
Houtze (Hsu Houtze and Zhu Zhuowen, 1979). 
It !s the purpose of this report to bring to light Molodenskiils theory which 
seems to have gone largely unnoticed by practicing geodesists and to test its appli- 
cability with the current data available. In this respect, the gravity data ins ide the 
cap are assumed to be e r r o r  free and sufficiently dense so tirat numerical integration 
errors  can be neglected; on the other hand, e r rors  in the harmonic coefficients of 
the gravity potential a r e  allowed and treated accordingly. 
Meissl (1971b) has suggested a very simple modification (which has also been j used by Ostach (1970), see also Hsu Houtze and Zhu Zfuowen, 1979) to Stokes' func- tion, effecting a substantial reduction in the truncation e r ro r  if a higher-degree 
reference field is given, Both Meisslls approach and Molodenskiils original ideas 
rely on identical principles, but Molodenskii specifically builds on the premise that 
the geoid undulstion computation should utilize potential harmonic coefficients. 
Meissl does not mention the use of harmonic coefficients and in applications his 
modif ication is qu ite useless in their absence. Nevertheless, since Me issl presents 
considerable mathematical insight into the truncation of Stokesf integral, his treat- 
ment will also be discussed in detail. The investigations would not be complete 
without mentioning the work of Wong and Gore (1969) whose, method of introducing 
harmonic components is, however, s0mewha.t arbitrary. Further tests of their 
method are conducted in this report, Final& , the entirely different approach to 
the truncation theory of Colombo (1977) merlts investigation. Colombots rolution, 
although yielding promlelng reeults, Is only approxlnlate because of the numerical 
lrurtabllity of the plloblem p e e d  by hlm. A rlgoroua solution is  presented hero, 
which however does not bypass the inatabllity. 
Most of the relevant derivations of Molodenekli, Meisel, and Wong and Gore 
alw reyroduced in the following eectione, the only intention being to make this report, 
to some degree, self-contained, It iz ~t tsmpted to maintain a eimple notation. Un- 
fortunately, since a variety of kernhis crnd mcr-difioations of kernols w lll enter the 
discussion, the symbolism must deviate oc<sa~ionally from the usual notatlon found 
in the Iiternture. The following will be adhered to: 
geoidal gravity anomaly 
nth surface harmonic function of Ag 
estimate of A g, based on known harmonic coefficients (which may 
be subject to error)  
the e r ro r  in A $ ~  such that Agn = A$. + 6(Ag,) 
degree variance of Ag, 
degree variance of 6(Agn) 
geo id undulation given by S tokest integral 
undulation computed by integrating over a cap, and possibly using 
a number of harmonic coefficients 
the e r ro r  in h, such that N = $I + 6~ 
the RMS (mot mean square, global average) of 6N 
the RMS error,  specifically when a number of harmonic coefficients 
a r e  known 
Stokesf function, y = cos J1 
S ( y )  minus its harmonics up to degree m 
the first ii + 1 harmonics of S when the latter is expander1 in the 
interval [ -1, yo], yo < 1 
the kernel used for the integration over the cap 
the e r ro r  kernel of the integral representing 6N 
a truncation coefficient (for any one of the kernels) 
The individual modlficatbns to the llclassicfl truncation theory a re  represented by 
subscripts, the subscript 1 referring to the classic theory. A subscript 2 denotes 
Meisslts (1971b) modlflcation, a 3 refers to the method of Wong and Gore (1969), 
and an M signifies Molodenskills (1958) modification. Other notations a r e  explained 
in the text. 
2, The Barrio Problem 
U W denotes t11e geold undulation w ith respect to the mean earth elllpsoid, 
and rSg is the geoidal gravlty anomaly, then, ln spherical approximation, Stokes* 
Integral r a d s  (see Heiskanen and Morltz, 1067, pp. 92-94): 
R is the radius of the sphere whlch approximates the pold;  y is a mean value of 
normal gravity on this sphere; 8 ,A  a r e  epherlcal coordinates; @ is ths central 
angle between points ( 8, A ) and ( 8  ', A t )  ; and 0 denotes tho unit sphere. Neitlrer 
N nor Ag has zcra- and first-degree harrnonlcs under the assumption that the mass 
of the reference elllpsoid equals the earth's mass, that the normal potentlal on the 
dllpsold ~qualf t  the gravity potential on the geold, and that the elllpsoldls center 
ooincides with the earth's center of mass, The kernel S (cos  $1, known a s  Stokest 
hnctlon is expandable In ser ies  form a s  
2 n t l  S ( y ) =  C- 
n-a 2  tn Pn( Y )  
where cos $ and its abbreviation 
y = COB q (3) 
will be used interchangeably throughout all derivations. The coefficients 
are  the Fourier coefficients of S(y )  (1.e. when expanded in terms of the (orthogonal) 
Legendre polynomials P ( y)), Figure 1 shows S (cos # )  a s  a function of 9. 
If gravity data a r e  not available o r  sufficiently accurate over the entire globe, 
then the integration in (1) may be limited to a spherical cap Q centered a t  the 
computation point. This procedure is associated with an error;  specifically 
= 4ny f ]A& (cos J I )  ~ g d o  
(Technically, this is the negative of the e r ror ,  but most authors seem to prefer the 
formulation in (5).) The e r r o r  kernel AK1 in this case is (see Figure 2) 

Flyre 2. Unmodlfled Error Kernel AKr (60' @) (90 - 20") 
whom vg la tho radius ( a p b r l o d  dietcmao) of tho oap oC. 
Expanding tho eurfacte function bg into ~phoriaal  harmonic componontn 
A#,, , wa may write briofly 
The spherical ha:monio hnotione Agn, ara @igonfuwtions of tho intogral operator 
of the typo 
That is, this operator applied to Ag,, returns Ag,,, multipllod by a constant, o r  
elgenvalua (depending in this c a m  only on the degree n ): 
This useful fact is  ead i ly  @stab1 ished a s  follows. Explic ltly, we have 
- - 
where R,, , Sn, a r e  fully normalized spherical harmonic hrnctions, and An, , 
B,, a r e  constant cwffic icnts (see Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 32). The 
series expnnsion of S (equation (2)) is now substiCutcd into (lo), and using tho 
addition theorem for P,,(cos JI) (ibid, p, 33): 
we obtain 
Invoking now the orthogonality of spherical harmonic functions, we get 
thus proving equation (10). This result holds In general for any kernel function 
depending only on # and will be used repeatedly, It conveniently provides for 
the immediate conversion of an integral over the sphere cr to a series of harmonics. 
Thsrefara, a!$!? sxpanslon of the emar bN, Irrto spherlcnl harmranias Iw 
simply achietvctd by f i r s t  axpndlng thet arror kdrnol (sclunt b n  (7)): 
whom y = coer Ji a ~ d  the QIn are t h  Fouricr cocfficlcnb of thlsl oxpansion: 
1 
Qi. * f - t ~ ~ ~ ( ~  Pa().) dY ( 18) 
Hero, y, = cos Po, AB nbovo, we note that thct conelunts 2 n Qr, arc the c'igov- 
valuas of tha integral operator in (6). Then subs tltutlng (8) into (6) y Ield~ 
(Recall that by assumption Cg, 0; also Agl -* 0, ) Tho coctficlcnt6 QI ?, being 
functions of qs , arc! generally known as Moloclcnslri its truncation coeff lc ients (ar  
functions), The rigorous evnluation sf Q,, ac?c*ordlng to (17) lras txion usdc~ruilccn, 
@,go, by Paul (1973) who dcvolopcd an nccurntc recursion formula (sco also 
Wagiv;am, 1976), Hsu Ih~utzo and Zhu Zhuowon (1979) have derived approxllllatc' 
for~nulas for Q,, when n ia largo; see alno C;itncl;o (1977). Thus, the orrclx' in 
the undulation comnlittcd by neglcoting gravity xtno~nal ips Ag outside the cap 8: 
can be computed according to ( IN) ,  Usually, fol* utrmcrlcal studles such as 111 this 
report, the error is estimated by a global average of 6N1, i. a, tho root inenn 
square (RMS) value K, : 
where the quantities c, are degroe variances of Ag, given an the gcoid (sphere of 
radius R 9 ,  The derivation of (20) may be found in Heiskanen and Moritz (1967, p. 
261). The degree variances c,, not known to a very high degree, are often evalu- 
ated according to n model (see Tschernlng and Rapp, 1974). 
Farlnula (20) hna b a n  ap~>lI@d I[roqu@nr!p Ilk pmotioo, for axnml~lo, by Rspp 
and Rumnrel (1975) who U S O ~  a slightly ntodlflad vsr~lsn, taking into ncoount n 
highor-dagres rof@rlon~s fiald (so@ srsotlon 3); also \Wng and Gore (1966)) cmd 
Fell (1078) have lnvestlgntocl Its ohamckristios, In onoh Inratanco, it was observod 
Chat tho IIMS orrar, par@doxiclclly, dooa not always clecroase ns a largar ?fold of 
snomt\lios is intagmtocl (cap sizo is Inownsod) (sot? Figure 6). Mathsmntlcally, 
thin phono~nonon is easily explnInad, Rccall that Q1, is n functlan of 9.. , and If 
yo = 008 JIR , than 
d Assumlng that tha ftrnction QI, has a mlnlmum value, it  nus st occur when -. Q,,= 0, 
From (27) ~ S I  ., 
This is zOw far fill n if S(y4 = 0. Consequently, if tbc RMS c r r w  bN, (equation 
(20)) has mlnlmn, they a m  at tho zoros c ~ f  S(cos (Lr), namrly nt So = 387962073 and 
So * 117066153, as  seen in Bip,%tre 6. This strong depundcnce of the error on the 
kcrwl Is the ~notivatlon for the rliscussions of Meissl (197113) and is the basis for 
tkny rnodlfication to the kernel, tile objeotlvs being to ~ d u o e  the CP~UF, 
In sumnlary then, tl~c gcold undulation, fornlully the rcsult of an integration 
over tho cntlre sphcrc, is coiliputcd 14' limiting tho integtbntlon to n spherlcnl cap, 
thus incurring an error, Tho following sections rcvicw thc nlodifications to the 
error kernel as proposed by various authors, 'I'hc clcror kernel is, in thcory, 
modified only in its doflnitian aver tho cap, requiring of course a corresponding 
change in the kernel of tho integral of gravity anofi~alies in order to prescrve tho 
integrity of the srlginal Stolcosl fornlula (I), 
A strstrg analogy exists bcbvcen this idell :tnd the concept of window functions 
in slwctral analysis. 13y restricting the integmtion b a cup, wc "seett lrjurely a 
portion of tho global gravity information, ns if through a window. Thus, a change 
in the k o m l ,  i. e ,  in the wcights of tho integ~atlon (ap~lying a different window 
function; e, g, giving lcs& weigllt to Ulc A $  ncar the edge of the cap) can, under 
acrtain clrcumstanoes, lead to n bcttcr! apj3roximation of the trwe undulation. 
3, Melnslls Modifbation 
The following formulas, whlch form part of Meisslls (1971b) dcriv~tion of a 
recurrence formula for the (a, coefficients, hold for any kernel function. Here, 
Uley are speclallzed to Stokes1 function. 
Let f, g be two tunctlons, twlce differentiable and square Integrable; then 
the derivation of the followlng analogy to Greents second idontity n u y  bo found in 
Melee1 (19718, p. 43): 
qhere B is any sub-area of the unit sphere o. 6~ is the boundary of B , and 
U is a unit vector tangent to B and normal to 6~ H W C ~  that it is directed away 
from B (see Figure 3). va and 9 are  the Laplac ian and gradient operators, 
reepectively, both formulated in the spherlcal coordinate system r, 8, A ,  holding 
r constant (= 1). For example, 
which if r = constant = 1 beconles 
a2 f 1 a2f ;tf 
va(fl,,l) = ;i$+ -7 + 
sin 8 aX 
Figure 3. Region B on Unit Sphere o 
The refonnuhtlon of oquatiar (17) for %, uehg Green's second identity 
ae expressed In (23) ?ulll enablo u s  to study tho asymptotic behavior of those GO- 
efflcients. Wlthout loss ln gonerallty, the pole of the spherical coordlnata system 
may be rotated to coincide with the polnt at whbh the undulation Is computed. 
Then $ i s  the co-htltude and both S(oos $) and Pdcos #J) a r e  independent of 
the second variable, say the azlmuth a .  In equation (23), we may identify f(&, a) 
wlth S(cos$), f lg(#,n)  with q(cos$) ,  B with o - a, and 68 wlth d which 
denotes the circle bounding the cap o - uc . Then (23) becomes 
- [S COB $) ( V-a P,, (COS JI 1) - v * ~  P, (COS (U )a S(COS #)I  * d@ 
- JB 
where vna 1s the inverse Laplac ian operator, 1. e. v - ~  ( va f )  = f va ( da f ). 
Now with y = cos JI , (25) is transformed into (with JI " 8, X a a) ) 
Since S(cos $) and P, (cos #)  a r e  independent of a , the second term in (27) 
vanishes, The following a r e  familiar formulas for P,( y ) (Hobson, 1965, pp. 32-33): 
(the primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument y ). Using (29), (30) 
and (27), it is easily verified that 
The boundary f i  is the c ircle $ = $o with (linear) radius sin(Uo ; and hence the 
differential arc element is dB = sin $o da , where 0 S a g 2 n . Also, the unit 
vector 'ij is in the direction of decreasing $, implying that 'F;f 3, being the 
directional derivative of f in the direction of 8,  is simply 
- hf(y)  7 f . i  = and = .t.sln !J f t (y )  
With these cone ldemtions, (26) reducee to 
Yo 1 -1 an 2nS, PR(Y) +;;i;;;i) pi Y )  va$( Y 11 dy = ;lT;;jTjJ'l~( - ~ ~ ( y d ~ ' ( y ~ ) ~ ( l - y t ) d a  
EL 
- 2n ( I - ~ Z )  
n(nt1)  S( Yo) Pn'( YO) - Pn( YO) Sf( yo) I , n 1 (35) 
where the operator va is given by (27). Our original aim to rcforn~ulitte the 
expreaeion for Q, , is achieved by recalling (17): 
This, in essence, is equation (B. 50) of Meissl (107lb). 
Now if n -. w ,  as Meissl notes, the first and third terms of (36) approach 
zero as l/na while due to PnP( y ) such rapid convergence is not guaranteed for 
tho second term (see (29)). Therafore, the condition S( yo) = 0 accelerates the 
approach of the coefficients Q,,, to zero and the convergence rate of the series 
for 6Nl (equation (20)) is increased, This observation is the bitsis for Meissl's 
strategy to reduce the error bN1 . 
From equation@ (1) and (5), we may write 
where So = S(cos Go) a,nd where the error ia now 
with the error  kernel (see Figure 4) 
AKa(cos $) = , 0 absQi, ( g ) ,  < n 
AKa (cos $)  can be expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials: 
where the Q,, are the Fourier coefficients: 

which followe by thu orthogonality of Legcndrc polynomials. Proceeding as before, 
the conetants 2 n @, a r e  the elgenvalues of the intugral operator in (38), and the 
RMS e r ro r  bNa i s  given by 
Applying the kernel K,( y ) = S ( y ) - So to equation (35) and considering (42), we 
obtain 
d 
Since V ' (S (Y) -S~~V~S(Y) ,  S (~o ) -So=o ,  and ~ [ S ( Y ) - ~ ~ ( , ~ + = S ~ ( ~ ~ ) .  Therefore 
as n -+m, the coeff1c:ients Qall, lacking the scsond term in (36), approach zero 
faster than the Q,, . A comparison of the functions AK,( y ) and AK,( y 1 (Figu~:es 
2 and 4) makes this equally evident. AK, ( y ) i s  a continuous function, while AK,( y ) 
has a jump-discontinuity a t  y = yo. Since each of thc partial sums of the expans ion 
(15) of AK1 is 51 ~ o n t i ~ w o u s  hnction, the series converges rather hesitantly to the 
discontinuous function. Particulilrly in the neighborhood of yo (if y,, is not a zero 
of S( y ) ), the partial, sums exhibit considerable osoillations in their attempt to 
accommoclate! the discontinuity (Gibbs phenomenon - Rec any textbook on Fourier 
series)  and in the linlit converge to So/2 a t  y = yo. It ie therefore aiso obvious 
that the series for the continuous function AK, enjoys a much improved rate of 
convergence. This rate is further enhanced by removing also the discontinuity of 
the first (and higher) derivative a t  y = yo ; however, this is not pursued here (see 
Meissl, 1971b, p. 52; cf. Hsu Houtze and Zhu Zhuowen, 1979). It must be notcd 
that the convergence rate is not a critical issue it1 t h ~  computation of the I iR lS carror 
with today's computers. The upper limit of the sum (equation (20) or  (43)) is cbas ily 
taken to 2000 o r  3000 which is normally sufficicnt for at  least millimeter accluracy 
(somewhat less for {lo = 0") in the approximation of the e r r o r  series by a finite sum, 
Although the coefficients Q,, convergc to zero more rapidly than Q1,, , this 
does not ensure an TcMS e r ro r  =, that is smallcr than 5 (see equations (20) and 
(43)). In lact, for cap radii $I, 16;s than 40°, the e r r o r  &, exceeds 6, , a s  
clearly seen in Figwe 5. Table 1 lists values of Qzn versus Q2,  for $o = 10' 
verifying the accelerated convergence of Q,, to zero, but also showing that more 
flpowerll i s  shifted to the low-degree harmonics of the e r r o r  kernel AK, , whence 
the larger e r ror ,  Evidently, the e r ro r  6 2  is significantly smaller #an bN1 for 
a value of #, such a s  65'; but considering the currek~t state of world-wide gravity 
data, caps with radii larger  than 20' o r  30" a r e  usually deficient in coverage that is 
both dense and accurate. 

Table 1, Truncation Coeftlcients of the Error K0rnelf.3 
AKrp Ah, AKa ($0 ' 10') 
Meissl's moriification of the kernel therefore ha8 practical applicability if the! low- 
degree harmonic conlponents of the gravity field arc? known (not necessa.rily perfectly); 
the corhsponding terms then do not contribute to the tmncation error.  Let m denote 
the maximum degree of tho available potential harmonic coefficients, Then one may 
compute according to the conveptional approacl~ 
with an e r r o r  
(assuming no e r ro r s  in the data of the cap OC), o r  by removing the discontinuity of 
the truncated kernel: 
with an error 
The guantltles A& are the hormonlc funations computed from tho coefficients. The 
corresponding e r r o r  le 
A ( A )  A - A 2 n a ni (49) 
I The RMS estimates 01 6N11 and i ) ~ ;  are given by 
8 
R 4) -I! at = F[& 9,: 60, + n =.+I Z Q,? c.j 
e 0) k 
1 and Rz1 = &[z QZ bn+ E 
2Y ,=a n= 8+l 
whew bcn is the degree variance of the e r rors  in the harmonic components of 
degree n.  The validity of (50) and (51) follo~vs immediately under the hypothesie 
of zero correlation between the errors  in the coefficients and the harmonics above 
degree m ,  
Wong and Gore (1969) adopted a conceptually different method (with no claims 
to reduce the error)  in which the first m - 1 harmonlc components a r e  subtracted 
from the kernel (see also Fell (1978)). Recalling (2), let 
then the computation of the undulation according to 
is  associated with an e r ro r  
6N3 = &[JJ~(cost,b) Ag d o  - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( c o s  $) Ag d ]  
o oc 
+ S S n ( c o s ~ )  Ag d o  - l J ~ ~ ( c o s ~ l )  Ag do] 
0-Q 0 
whem Ap C AIR 
n-r*t 
The l a r t  two tarmr in (64) vanlsh by the orthogonality of hnrmonlc iunutionr, since 
8(cos$) - 5 '(coo $) posse8rer no harmonics beyond degree m and 5' has none 
below degroe m + 1, Equatlon (64) can therefore bs rewritten a6 
Given potential coefficients to degree m (subject to e r rors  6(AgA)), the second and 
thlrd terms of (66) nrBy ba included in the evaluation of the undulation, Hence we 
calculate 
with an e r r o r  
where 
a r e  the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of the e r ro r  kernel (cf. equation (56)): 
and the coefficients t, a r e  given by (4). Numerical values of QJn for lk, =. 10' 
are listed in Table 1. The RM3 e r ro r  f i ~ ,  froin (SR), 1s 
Note that AK, , expanded in the interval [-1,l) a s  a series of Legendre polynomials, 
contains all harmonics fmm degree zero to infinity. The constants 2nQ,, are also 
the eigenvalues of tho integral operator in (56j, whence the results (57) and (58) 
follow easily (see sectbn 2). 
This section is concluded with a numerical comparison of the three alternative 
RMS e r ro r s  in the undulation that a r e  caused by the lack of complete and global gravity 
data, as well a s  the e r rors  in the harmonic coefficients. Specifically, these e r r o r  
estimates are given by equations (50), (51), and (61). Equation (50) is the RMS 
er ror  if Stokesf function S(cos$) is applied to the cap uc ; equation (51) corms-  
ponds to the use of S(cos $) -So in uc ; while (61) represents the e r ro r  when 
S '(cos t,b) , a s  defined in (52), is used. 
The gravlty anomaly degree varlancer are modellad according to Techerning 
and Rapp (1974): 
whem s lc ,999617; and the degeee varlmueer b, are detennlned from 
where the 4, are the degree variances of the errors @,, @", in fully normalized 
harnronlc coefficlenta of degree n,  The formula for 4, ls 
The estimates of 6, as  listed in Table 2, were obtained by substltutlng lnto (64) 
the standard deviations of the coefflc lente of the GEM 9 (20,20) eolutlon (Lerch e t  rtl, , 
1977). 
Table 2. Estimates of Degree Variances oll GEM 9 
Poten1;ial Coefficient Errors 
The Molodenskii truncation coefficients Q1, can be computed, for example, 
by the recursive formulas of Paul (1973). Then witlr relatively little additional 
effort the coefficients Qa, are obtained from (36), (44), and (29) as 
where So = S(cos 4,). yo = cos (Ir,, Finally, the coeffic ienb Q,, can also be 
modified to yield the coefficients Q,, . Substituting (52) into (59) and considering 
(2), we have 
1 
"' ( r -n ) ( r+n+ l )  [n$(Y~)Pn~r(Yo)~rPp(YdPr-~(Yo)+Yo(r-n)Pr.(Y~)Pr(~dl~ (66) 
Aluo r 4 n ,  r , n  O 1 
t 3 - [ P r + ~ ( ~ ~ ) - P C 1 1 ( ~ ~ ) l ,  r > O  
"0 2 r + 1  (439) 
%,om 1 + Y o  
1 
%,t = 1(2r-l)+-~,t-t+~0(fl(~d +~?-d~o)) -  2 ~ t ( ~ d p r - r ( ~ d l t  r>O (70) 
Equation (09) ia obtained by inserting (31) Into (67) and noting that I+(-l\ (-1)'. 
Equation (70) i s  derived In Appendix A. The values R = 6371 km and Y P ~ M / R ~  = 
982026. mgal (where kM = 398601 km3/seca !s the product of the gravitational 
constant and the earth's maes) worn used in all computations. 
Figure 6 shows the RlMS errors for cap radii $o 0° *.. , 40' with the aeeump- 
tlon of no errore  in the harmonic coefficients up to degree m = 20; I. e. , bc,, = 0, 
n - 2, . . , ,20. Clearly exhibited L the substantial difference In magnitude betwecn 
the mIr and fist truncation e rmrs ,  even for smaller caps. For example, a t  
qo = lo0, = .82 m, = .26 m, and E4 = .82 m. Both the unmodified 
e r ro r  kernel and the kernel of Wong and Gore (1969) produce similar truncation 
errors; but the introduction of e r rors  into the reference field cause8 the two 
corresponding RMS e r ro r s  to diverge cpneiderably, a s  seen In Figure 7, This 
characteristic is attributable to the coefficients t, In equation (61) which are 
independent of the cap radius Jlo ; and therefore, m;f reflects primarily the 
large e r r o r  due to the erroneous harmonic coc!fflcients (e. g. , an RMS contribution 
of 1.61 m f o r  #o=209. 
Of the three alternative methods, considered in this section, to compute un- 
dulatiom , Figure 7 evidently favors (for $10 2 4') the simple modification elaborated 
upon by Meissl (1971b). Furthermore, the feasibility of integrating caps of radius 
between 5' and lo0, and yet achieving half-meter accuracy (aesuming a 20-degree 
reference field such a s  GEM 9 and neglecting integration and gravity data errors), 
ie manifestly demonstrated. Figure 7 gives, for example a t  t / ~ ~  = lob,  K: = 1.09 m, 
md = 0.41 m, and Gi = 1.67 m, It may be noted, again, that the improved 
convergence rate of does not produce a corresponding reduced magnitude for 
$0 <: 4O. 
Figure 6. RMS error in N dlue to truncatioh at cap rrdius &-, 
assuming ermrless poteatid codfbimts to degree 20, 
and usmg Stokes1 fuacticm (curve I), Mebsl's modifired 




htolodonskiifs ~pproaoh to rcdwoa tho trunoation error ,  originally (Molodsnski I, 
1068) devlsed as L c  dotermlnntlon of tha moat rapidly oonverglng crror series, adds 
uophIstioatlon to tho oanoapt of aection 3 as more than n mars constant term i s  sub- 
tmotod from Stdkos' funotlon, Rocapltulating the prablom, th@ e r ro r  in tho undulation 
dorived from a n  ilrtogrntion of yrnvlty nnomallee ovor n sphherical cap (mdlua Qo), 
urlng Stokest lumtion as tho k ~ r n ~ l ,  may bo rcrpmssnt& by an integral ovor tha entire 
sphere whore the e r ro r  kornol is zero over tha cap (sw rpoction 2). When tlrls o r ror  
16 expanded In a aerlas, tho aoof fk ien t~  canvorgo ta zoro slowly as a r~~lsrlt of tho 
m@l'0 dlsoontlnuity at JI So , Mowevsr, if tho o r m r  kerncl wero to be rodeslgned 
so as to ollmlnnb not only ita discontinuity, but also t h  dlsoontinultlos nE. $0 of fill 
Its &rivativsa, than we should have the anlootheat e r ro r  kernel ) ~ s s l b l e  with the 
most rapldly oonvorglng a r r o r  aerlos, Thls modification cf tho e r ro r  kern01 amounts 
to an analytic continuation over the oap of the truncatcld Shakest function (L, 0. , Iron1 
$J= 0 tO $J = +bQ). But than we would oncounter a dilamma stnt;ro Stokes' Cunotton itself 
la analytlo for 0 ((r g n, and the e r ro r  kornol continued thus would coinc ido with 
S b k o ~ '  function exactly for 0 @ J1 n , That is, an analytlc function Is determined 
uniquely by the v a l u ~ s  of it and all Its derivatives a t  a single point - in our stirs@, those 
values arc! already spoc Ified for all points In tho lntorval [&, n j  , Consequently, a s  
eaeily recognized from equation# (71) and (72) below, the kornol for the integrallon 
over tho cap would ba zom, nullifying the contribution of the gravity anomalies in uc . 
A viable alternative (and this is  how Molodenskli proceeded) is ta approximate 
Stokes ' lunction In the Lntorval [ $o , n ]  by a finite sum of Logandre polynom lals, 
This new kernel enjoys all tho properties of being analytic avor the entire intorval 
[0, n) , but an additional o r m r  Is introduced since it does not coincide exactly with 
S t a k ~ s '  function for $o $J % .c . Spccificnlly, let tho undulation be computed uccording 
I*x 
where & ( c o s ~ )  = S(cos@) - Sl;(cos#), 0 @ @ (72) 
and the func tlon 
- 
is to be defined by tho coefficients sn so a s  to render the "bestff approximation to 
S ( y )  for t,60 5 t,!~ n (see Figure 8). This is not to be confused with the approach 
followed by Wong and Gore (1969) since s, 2 t, - the concern here is only,with the 
interval [#, n] (see below for the determination of €3,). Tho e r ro r  of N Is 
Fiprn 8. Stdrsm' fbmtlon vm. I t .  rppmxlmatlon irTt i i - 6 ,  &, - 20°. 
/ Spherical Distance 
The laat equality follows by the orthogoullty of harmonlc fuuations, slnce h ( y )  
contains no harmonics above degree A , The first  term in (';6) represents the 
crmr due to the dlwrepancy btween S( y ) and &(y)  in [ #Q, n]  . (If n - , 
t h a t h i e  ter I szeros ince  & ( y ) - S ( y ) ;  butthls i s t rue  fora l l  y in [-1,1), 
so that also 3 0,) If potentlal coefficients to degree m are available (with 
poeelble errors),  then we may ~ e t  5 =: m, thereby essentially elimlnatlng the 
socond term of the error (equatlon (75)). Thus, the undulation is  computed accor- 
ding to 
with an e r r o r  
where, obviously by (73), the constants 2 n s, a re  also the eigenvalues of the second 
integral operator in (75). 
Before proceeding to further simplify (77), & must be determined expllc itly. 
Recall that g., b e h g  a finite sum of polynomials, is to approximate S a s  closely 
as possible in the interval [ #, , n ] . In the recent papers which explore this method 
of reducing the error (Dlckson, 1979; Fell and Karaska, 1979; cf. Hsu Houtze and 
Zhu Zhuowen, 1979) the function 9. is determined through a ' least  squares adjust- 
ment''. More precisely, by quantifying the concept of closeness through the definition 
of a norm, a well known and powerful theorem of Fourier analysis yields the desired 
result, Let f ( x )  be a function, square integrable in the interval [-I, 11; then the 
norm of f may be defined as  the square root of 
(78) 
Now change the variable y (= cos $) to 
As y ranges from -1 to yo, x varies from -1 to 1, We note that while the 
Legendre polynomials P,(y)  do not form an orthogonal basis in the interval [-I, yo], 
N 
such a basis is  formed by the polynomials P, ( x ) , S, ( y ) given by (73) (with li = m )  
i s  a polynomial of degree m and can equally well be expanded in terms of P,( x): 
where, formally, the Fourier coefficients ur a r e  given by 
The %eatw appmximatlon of gB to S In the interval 1-1, yo], or equlvolently for 
-1 5; x S 1 , Is then obtained by minimizing the norm of Ole dlffewnce: 
or C I S ( Y )  -Zi.(y)lady + min. (83) 
The minlmu~n condition (82) Is fulfilled If (Davis, 1975, Theorem 8.51, p. 1.71) 
the coefficlento of g,(kx+k- 1) (a finite sum of polynomials P r ( x ) )  are the Fourier 
coefflc lent8 of S ( kx + k - 1) ; 
Conaidering equation (77), let 
which may be expanded in a ser ies  
The coefficients a r e  given by 
where 
6, = JyOi(~) Pn(y) dy 
-f 
and the Q,, a r e  the usual Molodenskii truncation coefficients given by (17). In 
view of (84) and (SO), g, ( y ) is the truncated expansion of S( y ) in the interviil 
[-I, yo] . The immediate consequenue is that 
Indeed, from (a?), (80), and (79), and for n s m , we have 
Now Pn( kx + k - 1) is a polynomial In x of degree n r; m , which ie also expressible 
as a flnlte sum of Legandre polynomials P,(x) , 0 S s 5 n (see section 6). Therefore 
P,( kx+k - 1) contains no hnrn~onics above degree m ; also S( kx +k - 1) - S,( kx +x - 1) 
has none below degree m (i, e, , r ;: m + 1 in (91)) - the orthogonality of Legendre 
polynomicals ensures the result (90). The remaining coefficients Qw n ( n m ), 
chamcteriz hg the e r ro r  (see below), are expected to be relatively small in magni- 
tude, this depending also on the cap radius (lo. 
The e r r o r  (equation (77)) le now more suitably written as 
Tlre corresponding RMS e r ro r  is 
The second term in (93) arises from the difference botween S".( y ) and S( y ) for 
-1 y s yo. However, we cannot choose 'ii arbitrarily large, anticipating a ro- 
duction of the truncation e r r o r  beyond significance, unless we have an equally large 
arsenal of known harmonic  coefficient^, For example, if we let ii > m in equation 
(75). then without difficulty, one can deduce 
where A, is given by (76) with &cos $) replaced by &, (cos $ ) . Alternately, 
if if < m ,  then it follows just a s  easily that 
with an RMS e r r o r  
The results of a numerical comparison of (93), (94). and (96) are  presented in 
section 5. 
Assume, for the moment, that 6(Agn) = 0 ,  n = 2,, . . , m ,  so that the appli- 
cation of Schwartzls inequality (Davis, 1975, p. 134) to (77) yields 
where, for all 8, A ,  Pg ( 8' , At) )2 do a r2 = constant, and where I 1 
0-uc 
denotes the absolute vnlue. We seo that implicit in the attempt to minimize the 
dllfemnoe between #,(Y) and S(y )  in tho interval 1-1, y o ]  is the minimization, 
in some eenee, of tho error 6%'. The original objective to obtain the most 
rapidly converging e r r o r  series is incoll~lequentlal a s  far a s  equation (93) is con- 
cerned (if bc, = 0) ,  since the e r ror  Is not characterized solaly by the coefficients 
of the analytlc function %( y ) , Only in (84), where B > In , do the s, play a 
part in tho tkuncaliorr error. Nevertheless, the point must be stressed that all 
increased convergence rate does not imply a decroase in the e r r o r  (see section 5). 
Moladenskii e t  al, (1962) adopt tho approach whioh starts  v~ith equation (77) subject 
to the conditicn (83), and no mention of convergence rates needs to enter the dis- 
cuesion. 
Intenesitingly, the e r r o r  lrernel A & ,  givcn by equation (85) is discontinuous 
at @ = q, ! The discontinuity is relatively "smallH; nevertheless, Meisslk 
strategy is immediately called to mind - subtract from the e r r o r  kernel its value 
at $+, and thusi increase the rate of convergence of the e r r o r  series. Table 3 
shows the subsequent increase In the RMS truncation e r r o r  ( bc, = 0, "n m = 201, 
as the improved conrrergence rate is not realized until n is vc ry large (n > 170, 
for Q0 = lo0 , see Table 3a). In a differcg approach, Hsu Hou be  and Zhu 
Zhuowen (1979) propose that tho fiilction S, he determined by sin~ul~r,eously 
removing the discontinuities of and its first derivative a t  #J = 9,. This they 
accomplish by subjecting the mini~num condition (83), through the use of Lagrange 
a?., 
multipliers, to the constraints S ) = Em( y o  and St( yo) = S: ( yo). Whether 
this method finally produces smaller truncation e r rors  is  not clcar since the 
difference behveen b( y ) and %.( y ) in the interval [-I, yo] , as measured by 
the norm (78), must necessarily increase under the above constraints; and it 
was shown already (equation (75)) that the truncation e r r o r  is directly influenced 
by this difference in the functions. 
Table 3. RM6 errors In N, assumlng errorleu6 potentbl coefflclents 
to degree m = 20, using Molodemkll'r kernel and hlr kernel 
modlfled by removlng Its dlrrcantlnulty*. (Errom In meters,) 
* using the error kernel Ai<H,(y) = ~ s ( Y o ) - ~ ~ ~ . ( Y o ) P  o Y < 1 WY) - U Y )  r -1 5; Y Yo 
Table 3a, Coefficients and Qn3 of the error kernels 
A& and AGD (see Table 3); q0 = 10' . 
5. Computational Procedure6 and Results 
The previous section dealt primarily with Molodenskii's theory om the rcductlon 
of the tluncation e r r o r  w b n  the undulatbn i s  obtained by integrating Ag over a cap 
wc and from harmonic coefficients. In this section, the theory i s  Implemented nnd 
all necessary working formulas are derived, The essentlal quantities to be deter- 
mined are the coefficie~$s s, of the function &( y ) , since they are required in 
both the oalculation of NM (equation (76)) and the estirnatlon of the e r r o r  (equation 
(93)). The expansions for  &( y ) am: repeated for convenlence: 
I 
where k t 1  tlJ y = k x + k - 1 ,  x =y-, k ; - c o s a q  
The Fourier coefficients Qln , q, , an , Ur a re  given by 
Changing variables from x to y in (104) yields 
Now, P,(( y -k + l ) / k  ) is  a polynomial in y of degree r e  Furthermore, it is 
defined for all  y , in particular in the interval [ -1, l l .  Therefore, P,((y -k+ l)/k) 
can be expanded a0 a linear combination of the orthogonal (independent) polynomials 
P,,( y ) , 0 s ns r , which generate the space of all (real) polynomials of degree r 
defined in [-I, 11: 
where the coefficients h,, are given by 
We note thpt by the orthogonality of mgendre polynomlaln, 
ainoe P,((y - k + l)/k) has no components beyond degree r e  Subrtlbutlng (106) into 
(105) results in 
Using the expansion (99) in equation (103), we obtain 
where (108) hae been used. Finally, from (98) and (102) 
where suitable working formulas for em are given by (68) to (70). 
The truncation coefficients QIn , required in the computation of s, and Qn, , 
have been studied extensively, and efficient and accurate recursive formulas exist in 
the literature, Hagiwara's (1976) elegant solution is used here, A recursive re- 
lationship among the h,, is established using equation (51) and several integrations 
by parte (cf, Appendix B). The final result is 
Formula (112) Ir numerically unrlble (at leart for #o 30") and lu urelerr In 
practloe. Instead, we rerort to a computationally more burdenrome and tlme 
conwrmlng clsrred oxpreseion for b, that war developed by Molodetrakli (1958): 
where, e. I., (;)denotes tho binomial coefficient 'e . Some cam must 
be exorclued when calculat lng these coefficients on a igltal computer. The com- 
putational accuracy of (113) can be bated using equation (106). Thls has been 
done by the author to degree r = 80 with completely satisfactory results (for 
316 = loo, 16-dlgit accuracy at degree 0 deteriorated to 11-digit accuracy at degree 
80) e 
In Figurea 9 and 10 the RMS errors corresponding to Mo1odenekiifa modlflca- 
tione to the error kernel are compared only with Meisal'a case. Figures 6 and 7 
already indlcate strikingly that through n proper modification of the kernel the 
truncation error can be reduced significantly, Therefore, the question Is whether 
to choose Meisel's almost trivial modifbation or to ridopt the computatimally more 
elaborate method of Molodenskli. Of all the alternatives shown in Figure 9 (baeed 
on errorless harmonic coefficients to degree 20 (GEM S)), hfolodenskil~s modifi- 
(.II 
cation (i. e. n = m = 20) yields the smallest truncation error for ]nost #b . The 
modlficatlons defined by tho condition ii # m , as suggested in section 4 (equations 
(94) and (96), here with 8 = 25 and B = 10, res ectively; and bc, = 0), although 
giving truncation errors sllghtly smaller than &, show no impmvemen~ver 
the case when ii = rn = 20. FromFJure 9 ( 8cn = 0 )  and for = lo0, 6%' = .03 m, 
-
6 ~ ; ~  = .09 m, ma = .15 m, and 8 ~ ;  = .26 m. lntroduc ing the errors (stundarul 
deviatlone) of the GEM 9 20degree reference field (soe section 3). but still neglecting 
integration and gravity data errors, the simple modification of Melsel for 4; > 6' 
emerges as an effective means to reduce the total RMS error, surpassing even 
Mo~odenakiifs method (see Figure 10). However, the alternative modificatbn rep- 
resented by equations (95) and (96), with Ti = 10,  yields consistently the smallest 
errors for all # J ~  . ' o r  example, at q0 = lo0, = .33 m, mJ ja= .41 m, 
- 
bP$ = .46 m, and 6 ~ i . i  = .54 m. 


6, Numerioal Terb wlth Actual Gravity Data, and the Atmorpherb Correotlqp 
The computationr of tho @old undulation nccording to tha larnilhr un- 
modified oare (equation (45)), as well a6 with Meiaal@r madlflcation (equation (47)) 
have been carried out w lth actual grav lty data by Rapp (10 80) for two oceanlo 
arena, oach rpannlng 30° in both latitude and longitude: Tonga Trench Aroa and 
M!sn Ocean Area, Tha (paint) undulations were delcrminocl on a lo-grid from 
m hrtob;tsticm of lox 1' mean gravity anomalies w lthin a cap of radius $0 = 10' 
(these ware dotermined from a combination of terrestrlnl and altinre trlc anomalies) 
and from Ule GEM 0 potentlal caeffiohnts. Subsuquontly, thore computed undulations 
were cornparod ta tho GEOS-3 altimeter geoid for which Mpp (1080) gives averago 
accuracler of &O, 61 m (Tonga Trench Arw) und *O, 71 m (Indian Ocean A ma), 
Table 4 li&s the corresponding meon and RMS differences between the computed 
and altimater geoids (Ibid, p. O and p, 9), With the same data as described above, 
Molden~kii@r modification (quatlon (76)), as woll as the alternative method wlth 
If= 10 (equation (95)) were tested similarly; the resulta are also shown in Table 4, 
Any of tho modified kernels yields a @old that agrees better with the altimeter 
geoid by almost 60% than the geoid determ incd using the unaltered Stokes' function, 
The RMS differences between tho geoids based on tho modlfied kernel6 and the 
altimeter geoid approach tho quoted accuracy of tho latter. It i~! therefore not 
possible to rate one modified kernel better than the other from these tests, 
The set of gravity anomalies used for the integration, as mentioned above, 
was derived from both terres trial anomalies (obtained on the actual geoid) and 
altimetric anomdies (acquired through collocation from altimetry). In detarminlng 
the preolee rolationshlp between these two types of anomalies, one must heed the 
effect of the atmosphere (see alao Rapp, 1979), The details of this relationship are 
explained below (cf. Rapp and Rummel, 1976). While these elaborations constlbute 
a digression from the main text, the final redults do pertain to the application of 
truncat lon theory, 
To simplify the discussion, the sea surface is assumed to be a stationary, 
equiptential surface, whlch then serves as the poid, by definition, Moreover, we 
suppose that the geoid encloses all termelrial masses, but nat the surrounding 
atmosphere, Accordlngly, the gravity potential on the geoid, Wo, is that potential 
which would actually be observed. The altimeter measurement, being purely geo- 
metric, provides directly the geoidal surface as deflned above. In this respect, it 
1s necessary to deflne only the size, shape, and position of the reference ellipsoid, 
Let the ellipsoid be centered at the geoid's center of mass and aligned with the 
earth's rotational axis. For subsequent convenience, however, the scale of the 
ellipsoid will be obtained dynamically be equating the ellipsoidal mass with the 
geoidal mass plus the mass of the atmosphere and by further defining the normal 
potentlal on the ellipsoid, Uo, to equal Woo Gh en the ellipsoid's flattening and 
rotational rate, its semimajor axis is then uniquely determined (see Heiskanen and 
Moritz, 1967, p. 110), 
Before tbe undulrtlonr from rltlmetcy ora be procerred fu-r lab  gmvity 
uromrlbr (via tb bverro Btoker' lormulr, or aalloortion - In errence, rolu tbnr 
of thb boundary-value problem), thaory demrndr UIot the rtmomphere whkh envelops 
the *old bo mmavd. Acoordlqg to Morltc (1974), thlr Ir convenlcsntly nchiev~d by 
redlmtrbuting rW atmomphbrlc marras (amrumed to be rphorloally mymmetrlc) abovu 
the ellipmaid (lnclucllng fbtltlour rtmompherlc marmer betwen Ure, gaold and ulllpeold) 
laride the geold, In a manner whloh leave8 the center of mar8 unchanged. The Intro- 
dwtion of maam into tha geold mrultr In r cogeold (roo Helrkanen and Morlb, 1967, 
p, 14l)t 
fl P N - A N  (114) 
where AN ir the Irrdlmct effect produced by the elrange in potential OW, duo to this 
redirtrlbutlon: 
Front (Morltz, 1974, p, 13) we hnvo 
whbm k le the gravitational constant, and Mf r') is the inam of atmosphere above 
the sphere of radiun r'. bWA Is the dlfforence btween tho potential duo to tho utmoa- 
phem lying above tlro gooid and the potentlal of tho atmosphere redletrlbuted below the 
geoId. This dilferenco is rather emall, rcsultbg In an indlroct effect, AN, of approx- 
imately 6 mm (Rummel and mpp, 1976). Tha corresponding c h a n ~  in gravity on the 
geoid is a M R k = - G ( b ~ ~ ) l r l ~  - k f i s d  
t b t  ie, the (negative) attraction of the atmosphere (w h k h  is now Inside the gr+oid). 
Note that (under the simplification of sphttrleal symmetry) the atmoephert*, when 
situated above the geoid, has no effect on tho geoldal gravity ; and hence, tlre re- 
distribution affects gravity more eubetantlally ( bg, = -, 87 mgal at the paid, eee 
Moritz (1974)). Moritz has chosen the slgna such that tho potential and gravity 
anomaly on the orlginal geoiclnl surhco become, respectively, 
and ~ g f ;  = Agz - b l f ~  (119) 
where Ago is tbe geoidal gravity anomaly prior to redbtributlon d the external 
masses, Qbeerve that the gravity potential on the cogeold is Wo and that the 
reference ellipsoid ha8 undergone no changes In the procees of redietributing the 
atmospheric masaee, From our definitions, the normal potcntlal on the ellipsoid 
equals the gravity potontlal on the cogeoid and both eurfaces encloee the same mass. 
Therefore, the cogeoid undulations have no bias (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 101). 
The Indlmt sffeat, AN (4 mm), ln pmtlco. Ir evidently nt"tglectc?d, Tho 
rltlrneter umlulrtlonr may t h r  bu identified a6 undulntlonr of tho cogasid (wlth no 
extenrat masrer), having a global nvcsraga wuul to zero, and which thornfore nrrJ 
dlreotly urable In aollscatlon to ontlmato gmvlty nnomallor, Howovor, ths roeultiny 
anomallor rnurt bo correctly intorprotod a s  nnomallos on tho copold referring to 
an olllpold containing bath the brrortrlnl and ntmorphcrlc masses, Thono nltlnlatric 
aaonullon, A&, , are cwrir twt  wlth A$ (nogloatlng tho Wlrcct affect of R mm on 
tho vnluo of gmvlty), Thu tarrestrial nnamal1as, Agr,, , on tho othar hand, urn 
obtalnod on tho actual goaid (wlth na inturnal atmosrkerlc mnerros), but nllao refar 
to an @llipr~jd containing tho atmosphar~ (assume it Je tho rofcretncc3 alllpsoid dofined 
above), Tho two types of anomalies Agrnr nnd Ag, kt nra wndored compatlblo, sccar- 
dlng to (119), by olther aubtractlng tho atmoephoric aorrcction 6% from : 
or adding 6 g ~  to the nltimotric anomalies: 
At eoa level, the corrueti~n 6g, is a constant, Hence, for oonvenienco, the 
set of gravity anomalies which entor the truncated Stokest lntogml waii obtained by 
merging anomalies Ago (equation (121)) and A ~ T , ,   and subsequently corrected by 
6& so that the lntegml Is  validly applied, Regarding thc integration, this constant 
part can be troated seprately. 
Subetltuting (119) Into any of the equations for tho undulation (45), (47), (57), 
(76). or (95), we have 
A A 
where N' represents the contribution to N from the harmonic coefficientli, which 
are already based on a geoid (cogeoid) thirt contains the mass of the atmosphere. Let 
the last term in (122) bo denoted by 6Nn. This is the correction to be applied to the 
computed integral (the first term). If the ksrnel K is the usual Stokesf function S , 
then 
Similarly, f i r  Kd y ) = S( y ) - So, using (41) 
And for &(Y)  = s(y) -  $(y),  we obtain wlth (90) 
For Jb = loc, N = 1.17 m 6&, 10.61  m, 6% lnma0 = 0.43 m, and 1 r . , ~  = 0.60 m. These values should be added to (RN n y ) & j ~ ( c o s  $J) dgdo + N' 
(quation (112)) to obtain the cogeoidal (or  geoidal, since the indlroot effect la negligible) 
undulation N . 
Table 4. Computed Geold undulations ( Jlo = lo0, m = 20 ) minus 
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7, Colombo's Method 
This section la devoted to the method developed by Colombo (1977), whose 
essential strategy is not to modify the e r ror  kernel in order to speed up the con- 
vergence rate of the error series, but to simply determine a kernel for the integra- 
tion over the cap which minimizes the truncation error ,  Under the condition of a 
%and-limitedft gravity field (that is, one with a finite nmuber of harmonic compo- 
nents), the problem thus posed reduces to the eolutlon of a finite number of unknown 
parameters from an equal number of linear equations, The (square) matrix to be 
inverted is  extremely ill-conditioned, especially for the cap sizes of Jnterest 
(&, We); nevertheless, Colombo (1977) achieved the desired r-sult of signlfbantly 
smaller tmncatbn e r ro r s  through a regularization of this matrix. In the following 
elaborations, analytlc (recurs lve) expressions are derived for the decomposition of 
the matrlx into lower and upper triangular matrices, leading further to analytic 
(recursive) expressions for the unknown quantities to be solved, The near singu- 
larity of the system i s  thereby not eliminated, but it w lll be shown that rigcrously, 
without any form of regularization, the problem a s  stated above cannot be solvecl 
satisfactorily, h addition, if the gravity fbld is not 'band-limitedft, then the e r r o r  
(without regularization) is far  from minimal. 
The unhlation is decomposed a s  follows 
where by definition (the reason for this choice will be apparent below) 
so  that, evidently, we must have 
The unknown coefficients v, a r e  to be determined under the requirement of a 
minimum error ,  This e r r o r  is given by the second integral in (126), which in view 
of (128) becomes 
Tho coeffiolenb 2 n t, are the elgenvalues of the f iret Integral operator in (129) 
(see sectlon 2), while tho qn are the Fourier aoefflc~ente of the kernel 
that le, 
qn - $ > c ( ~ ) p n ( Y ) d y ,  0 S n . n  
Then clearly tho elgenvalues of the second lntegral operator in (129) irre 2 n q , .  
The result (130) is finally estakl 'shed by recalling our assumptions that Ago = 0 = Agl . 
More compactly, w e  have 
Considering (127) and (132), the coeffic ienk q, a r e  functions of the parrtmeters 
For the moment, assume that thc gravity field is composed of a finite number of 
harmonic components; i. e. there exists an integer ii such that 
Ag,, = 0 ,  n > E  (135) 
This bounding degree ii is also used in the definition of Kc. Then from (133) 
I 
This is identically zero (the smallest possible error)  if 
which with (134) becomes 
The (known) quantities t, a r e  given by (4). In matrix notation (138) is 
where the positive definite matrix A (see Colombo (1977)) has elements 
-39 - 
).I am = - 2 n + 1 r ' R ( y ) P n ( y ) d y ;  r p n = Q p a e . , n  
2 JPo 
(14Q) 
and the vectors T, V contain elements tn ( n 0 ,  , , , ,I!) and Y, ( r = 0, . , . ,ii ) , 
respectively, Theoretically, under the condition (l35), the system (139) of II + 1 
equatione can be solved for the n + 1 parameters vs , yieldlng a kernel KC for 
which the truncation e r ror  GNcr 1s zero. The gravity field in reality is described 
by an infinity of harmonics, but this only prevents the e r ro r  from being absolutely 
, zero, It is hoped, if (135) is  approximately true (say, if ii = 180), that the 
actual e ror r  
remalns small, 
Proceeding wlth the derivation of a recursive formula for the coefficients v, , 
we note that from (127) 
& can also be exparrded in the interval [yo, 11, where yo = cos ijo ; this requires 
a corresponding orthogonal bas is, Let 
2 40 y = 4 z - 4 t 1 ,  where A = s i n -  
2 
then 
i That is, the hnctions P,((y + h? -1)/k) form an orthogonal basis for polynomials 1 defined in [ yo, 11 . Therefore, the expansion of & in [ yo, 11 is I 
w 
This pum is finite since KC is a polynomial of degree 5 in y , and hence in z . 
The Fourier coefficients a r e  
which upon inserting (127) become 
- 
where 
S lnce P, ( L z - I, + I),  when expanded in terma of P, ( z ), has no componcnts beyond 
degree r , the orthogonality of Legendre polynomirtls guarantees that (cf. equation 
(108)) 
g r n p O ,  n >  r (149) 
Hence g r n v r p  O r n s 5 i  
If we stipulate that 6NcF = 0 , then from (137) and (132) 
t n  ,J'O1~c(Y) Pn(Y) dy 
Substituting (145) yields 
- 
where (149) has been used. Let W be a vector of dimeneion (Ti  + 1) containing the 
coefficlents w, , and further let the (Ti + 1 )  x ( T i t  1 ) t,riangular matrices L and IJ 
be defined by 
In matrix notation, equations (152) and (150) can then be written concisely a s  
T = L W ,  W = U V  or  T = L U V  (155) 
With equation (139). we arrive a t  the desired result 
thus achieving a decomposition of matrix A into lower and upper triangular matrices. 
To determine the kernel & it is sufficient to solve only for W (see equation 
(145)). Inverting equation (l52), it ie easily verified that 
Therefore, given values for t, , r = 0, . , . ,n (equation (4)) and a method to accurately 
compute & , equations (157) hrn ish  ( r e c u r ~  ively) all coeff ic ients w, . The following 
closed expression for g,, (c f. equation (113)) can be proved, e. g, , by mathematical 
induct ion: 
However, because ( R - 1)' is close to unity in magnitude (for the cap radii of 
interest; e, g. Go = 10' -+ &? * ,0070) and osc illates in sign, the summation in (158) 
on a digital computer is associated with a comsidcrrtble loss in significant digits, 
A more suitable method to compute the g,, in this case utilizes a recursion formula 
which is  derived in Appendix B: 
grn  = O ,  n > r  
Since R < < 1 , grr  (equation (159)) is an extremely small quantity for  large r , while 
the values of g,,, a r e  quite stable in, magnitude a s  r increases; the values of g,, 
vary between these boundq for 0 < n c: r , Consequently, the coefficients w, accor- 
ding to (157) a r e  difficult to compute, being themselves large in magnitude and osc il- 
latory in sign. A considerable moderation in the extreme range of values of g,, is 
effected by introducing a scaling factor a'". Let 
Then the recursive relationship (160) transforms into 
1 H ~ V Q  - ,( 2 r + l )  (pr-l(  YO) - &+I( YO)), r > 0 
Bqa = 2 ;  &,o = 2 ( 1 - 1 ) ;  &,I $ 
B r , n  a 0 ,  n > r  
Now (169) becomes 5, = 2/( 2 r + 1) , r 2 0 , and with 
equation (157) changes simply to 
The scaling described above does not alleviate totally the numerical difficulties 
since the values of st111 vary over a broad range of magnitudes. For example, 
if $0 = l o 0 ,  1 =36, then 
, * 
The kernel Kc (equation (145)). in turn, acquires enormous oscillations, a charac- 
teristic that is both undesirable and detrimental to the actual truncation error.  This 
e r r o r  (equation (141)), as well a s  an indication of the computational accuracy of 
equation8 (162) and (164) a r e  both provided through the evaluation of the coefficients 
q, . Substituting (143) and (145) into (142) results in 
Or, considering (l61), (163), and (149) 
a. 
where M = min (n,ii). For  0 a n Ti, we must have t,, =qn, where t n  is given 
by equation (4). Using the IBM System 370, model 168 with an AMDAHL 470 V16-I1 
processor a t  The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, with extended precision 
(more than 30 significant digits), the differences qn - t, were obtained with (lo = lo0,  
-43 - 
A = 36. Equal to zero for n = 0 , these dlffemnces deteriorated progressively until 
q,,- taa = 2.3 x log8; but then q3, - tSv r 2.2 x ldO. The latter is essentially tho 
f i r s t  term in the truncation error. Themfore, whlle equations (137) are satisfied 
with at least seven digits of accuracy, tho resulting strong osclllations of the kernel 
Kc are clearly reflected in the power spectrum of the e r ro r  kernel, that is, the RMS 
tmnoatlon error ,  thus apparently ruling out any application of this methad without 
some type of regularlzat ion of its ill-cond itioned charac tor, 
The determinclltion of the coefficients v, is numerlcally even more unpleasant, 
since from (160) and (169) we have 
= W, - E 2 1 + r n V r ,  ~ g n s i i - I  
rsn.i.1 2 (167) 
w ith vr = re wll 
Hence, these coeffic ients are excessively large ( C(ro = lo0, 5 = 5 -( 1 v, ( is on the 
order of loa6 to loae). 
The rigorous solution for the coefficients v, (or  w,) a s  described above does 
not take intn consideration the actual e r ro r  6Nc (equation (141)) once the v, a r e  
determined, Consider the RMS value of 6~~ (equation (133)): 
This quantity, which is to be minimized, resembles the square root of the sum of 
squared and weighted residuals in a typical least squares solution. To make the 
analogy strictly correct, the series in (168) is terminated a t  degree E'i > li . Then 
the coefficients to = 4 = 0 ,  t, = 2/(n - I ) ,  2 s n Ei serve a s  the observations; 
the coefficients qn , 0 s n 5' constitute the n~athematic~zl model ("adjusted 
observations'?, being linear functions of the parameters v,, , 0 I;: n S 5.  The 
degree variances c, may be interpreted a s  weights. Note that the case iii = ii 
was discussed above. The degree of variability which enters the solution by allowing 
iii > E may, through the minimization condition, have a mitigating influence on the 
magnitudes of the unknown parameters v,. That is, the system of equations for the 
case K = ii is known to be unstable, and the introduction of additional equations 
could have a regularizing effect on the system, since it is then overdetermined. 
However, the results d several computational experiments with Zi = 300, 5 = 50 
seem to indicate that the near singularity of the original system is not avertible 
with this approach, 
8. Summary and Concluelon 
The geoid undulation can be derived from a co~nbination of gravlty anomal Ics in 
a spherical cap (truncated Sbkes'  Integral) and a (finite) se t  of harmonic cocffia lants, 
The resulting truncation e r r o r  dcponds strongly on the kernel that is used for the 
intogration, Several modlflcations to tho kernel, ae proposed by various authors, 
are scm tlnlzed numerically in this report. These modificatione a r e  prin~arily 
designed to accelerate the convergence of the sarles which represents the crror ,  
thereby attempting to reduce its magnitude. It is found thut these mathads can claim 
such n reduction only if a number of low-degree harmonics (whose magnitudes a r e  
not directly controlled by the modifications of the kernel) can be deleted from the 
e r r o r  and Incorporated in the computation of the undulation, This is not an absolute 
requirement since the e r r o r  Ls also a function of the cup radlus go (see Flgu ro 5); 
however, far small caps ( 5' 309 , this seems to be the genenl  rule 
(Flgures 6, 7, 9, 10). 
The various numerical investigations amply demonstrate that the Integration 
of gmv ity anomalies in a cap of radius as small iis 5' o r  10' , supplcmen ted by 
potential coeffic ients (e. g. GEM 91, can yiold gcoidal accurac ies below the 1 meter 
level, For example, in Figure 10 (where integration and anomaly errors are neglected, 
but e r rors  in GEM 9 a re  included), Meisslls (1971.b) simple modification of the kernel 
gives an RMS e r r o r  of 0.41 m for So= 10'; whUe a variation of Molodcnskiiln method 
(fI= 10) produces an RMS e r r o r  of 0.33 m (q0 s lo0). Geoid undulations, computed 
from a combination of actual gravity data in caps with #a = lo" and the GEM 9 har- 
monic coeff icients, have been compared to the corresponding GEOS-3 altimeter 
undulations which, in the areas  considered, have an average accuracy of better than 
1 meter, While not directly verifying the results of Fibwre 10, this comparison 
does substantiate the significant (50%) improvemant over the conventional method 
that can be achieved by suitable modifications of Stokes' function, It should he noted 
that the RMS e r ro r s  of Figures 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 a rc  average global estimates that 
are based on the Tscherning and Rapp (1974) gravity rnodel and a spherical approxi- 
mation of the geoid, the latter boing no longer valid at the 20 cm to 30 cm level of 
accuracy. Furthermore, the e r rors  of the grdvity data, as  well a s  e r rors  associated 
with the numerical integration have been neglected entirely . 
Colombols (197'7) method of treating the truncation of Stokes' integral is included 
to show a different avenue of approach. Some numerical tests have been conducted, 
but this method requires further development and analysis. 
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whloh rlmpllfler k, 
2r+3 
- 2r+1q, +#yo I#( YO) + ~ : r ( ~ o ) l  - Pr( YO) R + x (  yd 
2 or+;,t+~ " - 2 
~quatlon (A. 1) follwr Immedlrtely , 
Amndlx B 
PI B grB ' j+Pr (42 - l + l )  ?i,(Z) d~ , r,n 2 0 (Pa 1) 
then R P ~ I , ~  g~-k,n + 1- 2r+l  ( g t , k - ~  - ~ T , I I + I  1, 0 Cn S r + l  2ne 1 { r > O  (B* 2) 
1 
Br,o 2 r + l ) I P r - l ( ~ ~ )  - &+I( YO)] , r ' 0 (n* 3) 
Bqo * 2 ; g1,o A l % l  2 -1) ; g1,t , (D* 4) 
f J r , n 5 5 0 t  n s r  {Be4 
Proof: 
-
(k6) has already bcon errtrrblishcd in section 7, and equations (B, 4) are easily 
verified, Using y = kz - I , +  1 and (31) 
thus proving (B. 3). 
1 
Consldar tho integral J- 1 & ( y )  P,'( z )  dz , Integrating by pal.ls, WE? obtain 
where the primes always denote difforentiatlon with rempect to the argument of the 
func tlon. Subtracting (B. 7) from (B. 6) and subs tituting (31) gives 
Alro, U (31) b mbrtltuted Into (8, l), than 
(Be 9) 
(B* 10) 
Subtraot (B, 10) from (B, 9) and lnrlart (13,8), #en 
1 P" LCr*r,n - B F - ~ , ~  R -  2n+ 1 J-I [ r r + ~ ( Y ) ~ P r - i ( Y  )I[ ~;+1(z) -~n! l (z ) I  dz 
thus proving also (Be 2). 
